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Index
All Alone and Blue – Buddy Lee - 3
Black Snake Blues – Victoria Spivey, Jesse Johnson – instr. - 4
Blue Night – Will Rollins, J F Mahoney - 5
Desert Blues – Marvin Smoley, Fred Tucker, Joe McDaniel, Larry Ruppel - 6
Black Horse Blues – Blind Lemon Jefferson - 7
Blue Bonnet You Made Me Blues – Alfred Bryan, Pete Wendling, Harry Richman 8
How Could I Be Blues – Dan Wilson, Andy Razaf - 11
Panama Blues – Merrit & Henry Brunies, Maurie Friedman – instr. - 15
Snag It - Joe ‘King’ Oliver – instr. - 19
Dead Man Blues – Jelly Roll Morton – instr. - 22
Dippermouth Blues - Joe ‘King’ Oliver – instr. - 26
Friendless Blues – W. C. Handy, Mercedes Gilbert - 27
Fulton Street Blues – Chris Smith - 32
Golden Brown Blues – W. C. Handy, Langston Hughes - 33
Gut Bucket Blues – Louis Armstrong – instr. - 39
Hard Times Blues – Bessie Smith - 40
Hen Party Blues – Johnny Dodds – Instr. - 41
Installment Blues – Walter Edward DeLano - 43
Jackass Blues –Art Kassel, Mel Stitzel - 44
Lost Your Head Blues – Bessie Smith - 45
P. D. Q. Blues – Charles Henry. Kim Simpson – instr. - 46
Perdido Street Blues – Lil Armstrong – instr. - 47
Pajama Blues – Merrit & Henry Brunies, Laurie Friedman - 48
Pig Meat Blues – Ardella Bragg - 49
Siam Blues – Fred Elizalda, Robbie Rhodes – instr. - 50
Sidewalk Blues – Jelly Roll Morton, Walter Melrose - 52
Smokehouse Blues – Charlie Luke – instr. - 53
Titanic Blues – Hi Henry Brown - 56
Titanic Man Blues – Ma Rainey, Mayo Williams - 57
Wanna Go Back Again Blues – Roy Turk, Lou Handman - instr. - 58
Washboard Blues – Hoagy Carmichael, Irving Mills, Fred Callahan - 59
Birth of the Blues – R. Henderson - 67
Butter & Egg Man – Louis Armstrong, Percy Venable - 70
Morocco Blues – Joe Jordan, Clarence Williams - 71
Cannon Ball Blues – Charlie Rider, Jelly Roll Morton – instr. - 73
Rubenville Blues – Billy Baskette, M. K. Jerome - 74
Blue Sunday Blues – Floyd Hinchey - 75
‘Scallin’ the Blues – James P. Johnson – instr. - 76
Hard Time Blues – Bessie Smith - 77
Them Has Been Blues – Will E. Skidmore & Marshall Walker - 78
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Shake That Thing – ‘Papa’ Charlie Johnson - 82
Moonlight Blues - Homer Deane – instr. - 86
Police Dog Blues – no composer? - 88
Blue Gummed Blues – Handy - 89
Got No Mo’ Home Dan A Dog – Handy - 93
Titantic Man – Ma Rainey - 57
Hen Party – Henry Clifford - 95
Squabblin’ Blues – Clarence Williams, Sarah Martin - 96
Satanic Blues – Larry Shields, Emile Christian - 98
PDQ Blues – Charles Henry, John Simpson - 99
Lonesome All Alone & Blues – Richard Jones - 100
Jackass Blues – Art Kassel, Mel Stitzel – instr. – 101
Jasper Taylor Blues – Clarence Williams, Jasper Taylor
Article - 102
East Tennessee Blues – Charlie bowman - 105
There’s A Little White House – Billy Rose, Harry Askt - 107
Berceuse in Blue – Alec Templeton – instr. - 111
Step on the Blues – Walter Donaldson, Con Conrad - 114
In the Alley Blues - Lovie Austin, Johnny Dodds – instr. - 116
My Man Blues – Clara Smith, Bessie Smith - 117
Vesta & Mattie Blues – W C Handy - 119
You Don’t Know My Mind – Clarence Williams, Samuel Gray, Virginia Liston - 120
Pigment Blues – Ardelle Bragg - 121
Rhapsody in Blue –George Gershwin - 124
List of songs with the use of the word ‘Blues’ in the lyrics
When You’re Lonely – Willard Thompson, Nick Lucas
Nothing Else To Do – Ray Rergere, Joe Goodwin, Larry Shea
All Alone Monday – Harry Ruby, Bert Kalmar, Guy Bolton
Wistful and Blue – Julian Davidson, Ruth Etting
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All Alone and Blue – Bubby Lee

A1-8, A2-8, B-4 (transition), C1-8, C2-8, D1-8, D2-8
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Black Snake Blues – Victoria Spivey & Jesse Johnson

A-12, B-12, Coda-12

5

Blue Night – Will Rollins & J F Mahoney

A-8, B-10, C-16, D-16

6

Desert Blues – Marvin Smoley, Fred Tucker, Joe McDaniel & Larry Ruppel

A-8, B1-8, B2-12, D.S.-10, Coda-12

7

Black Horse Blues – Blind Lemon Jefferson

A-12

8

Blue Bonnet, You Make Me Feel Blue – Alfred Bryan, Pete Wendling & Harry Richman

Alfred Bryan
Alfred Bryan (1871-1958)
Bryan was born in Brantford, Ontario and attended parochial schools in Canada and
excelled in literature. He moved to New York in the late 1880s. It took 20 years but Bryan
finally achieved success. In 1910 he wrote his hit song ‘Come Josephine in My Flying
Machine.’ Other hits – ‘Peg O’ My Heart, and ‘Lorraine.’ He partnered with various
composers – Fred Fisher, Alfred Gumble, George Myers and many others. It is said that he
added lyrics to 1000 songs. His song ‘I Didn’t Raise My boy To Be a Soldier stirred
controversy during the 1st World War. He wrote for Broadway and Hollywood.
Harry Richman – 1895-1972 (Harold Reichman)
Reichman was born in Cincinnati, Ohio and took the name ‘Harry Richmond’ at
age 18. He was a pianist and accompanied such stars as Mae West and Nora Bayes. He
appeared on Broadway in several editions of George White’s Scandals in the 1920s and in the
Ziegfeld Follies of 1931. He made his debut in films in 1930 in the film ‘Puttin’ on the Ritz’
which became a hit record for Richman. While he was not the greatest actor he remained a
popular nightclub entertainer and stage performer. He was on the radio with regular
broadcast in the 1930s. He has an autobiography ‘A Hell of a Life’ published in 1966.
Richman was an amateur aviator and made the first round-trip transatlantic flight
in a single-engine vultee. One rather strange thing: He had the plane filled with ping pong
balls as a flotation aid in case the plane was forced down. After the flight he sold autographed
ones until his death. Today one may find one on eBay.
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10

A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C-16

11

How Could I Be Blue? – Dan Wilson & Andy Razaf

Andy Razaf was born in Washington D. C. on Dec16, 1895. He was one of the most
prolific lyricists of the 1920’s and 1930’s. His ancestors came from Madagascar. His
given name was Andrea Paul Razafkeriffo. He studied privately. He wrote for
numerous composers of his day and furnished lyrics for nightclub shows and shows
on Broadway. In 1928 he collaborated with ‘Fats’ Waller on the song ‘Willow Tree’
that was used in the colored musical ‘Keep Shuffin’. He collaborated with many of
the top composers of his era and his songs were recorded by many of the famous
artists of the era. With Waller he wrote ‘Ain’t Misbehavin,’ ‘Black and Blue.’
’S’posin,’ ‘Memories of You,’ ‘Blue Turning Gray over you.’ and ‘Honeysuckle
Rose.' His is still a mystery when he took 1935 off and did not write any lyrics. In
1939 he penned, with Joe Garland, ‘In the Mood.’ He also wrote ‘The Joint is
Jumping’. For Phil Harris he wrote ‘That’s What I Like About the South’. He
continued to write lyrics well into the 19950’s. After suffering a stroke, he spent
many years in a wheelchair. He died in 1973 in North Hollywood, Ca.
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How Could I Be Blue – Dan Wilson & Andy Razaf

A-8, B1-8, B2-8, D.S.-16

13

‘A’ Section:

14

15

Panama Blues –Merrit & Henry Brunies & Maurie Friedman

A-16, B-16, C-16, D-16, E-16

16

Introduction:

‘A’Section:

‘B’ Section:

‘C’ Section:

17

‘D’ Section:

‘E’ Section:

18

19

Snag It – Joe ‘King’ Oliver

Intro-8, A-12, B-12, C-14

20

‘A’ Section:

‘B’ Section:

‘C’ Section:

21

‘D’ Section:

‘E’ Section:

22

‘F’ Section:

Dead Man Blues – ‘Jelly Roll’ Morton
Considered Morton’s masterpiece, the piece begins with Chopin’s ‘Funeral
March’ in the first 8 bars. Within this piece we hear musical and rhythmic echoes,
polyphony, fragmented and split melodic lines, and stop time - all fads that reoccur
at key moments, giving order to the liveliness of the whole. The piece manages to
juxtapose a sober seriousness and a glinting sprightliness with complete and
deceptive success. The first theme (A) stated in a lightly dancing polyphonic chorus.
(This chorus echoed at the end by the fact the 3rd appearance of 3rd theme is also
played polyphonically). These 2 choruses bring early jazz style to its highest
development. Sections C and D present the 2nd theme with a series of blues
variations for clarinet and trumpet. Section E is reminiscent of the first theme. The
piece ends with the same Chopin quote.
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Dead Man Blues– Ferd ‘Jelly Roll’ Morton & Anita Gonzalez

A-8, B-12, C-12, D-12, E-8

24

Introduction:

‘A’ Section:

‘B’ Section:

25

‘C, D’ Section:

‘E’ Section:

‘F’ Section:

26

Dipper Mouth Blues – Joseph ’King’ Oliver

Intro-4, A-12, B-12, C-12, D-12, E-12, F-12

27

Friendless Blues – W C Handy & Mercedes Gilbert (1894-1952)

Mercedes Gilbert and Paul Robeson
Mercedes Gilbert
Gilbert was born in Jacksonville, Fl and was an African-America actress
appearing in films four time beginning in 1931 in ‘The Call of His people’, and
appearing in the TV series ‘Lights Out’. She was called America’s greatest Negro
dramatic actress. She toured the country in a one woman show and was the star of
Langston Hughes play ‘The Mulatto’. She died after an illness of several weeks.
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A-12, B-12, C-12
This is another song by Handy using folk material and music he had heard in his
travels. The first strain is at least 50 years old and it was written around 1890 by a
Negro quartet in Florence, Alabama. Handy had performed the song with mandolin
and guitar trios. Choral singing of the blues in the past was rare and was don long
before the name ‘blues’ was used. There are three strains each in a 12 bar blues
pattern.
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30

31

A1-12, A2-12, A3-4, B-12, C-12

32

Fulton Street Blues – Chris Smith

A-12, B1-8, B2-10

33

Golden Brown Blues – W C Handy & Langston Hughes
The lyric to this blues is by a young Langston Hughes, the Negro poet. In the
blues chorus (B) the song modulates to the relative minor in the 1st 4 measures.

A-8, B-12

34

35

36

Intro-4, Vmp-2, A1-8, A2-8, B-12, Tag-4

37

James Mercer Langston Hughes (February 1, 1902 – May 22, 1967) was an
American poet, social activist, novelist, playwright, and columnist. He was one of the
earliest innovators of the then-new literary art form jazz poetry. Hughes is best
known for his work during the Harlem Renaissance. He famously wrote about the
period that "the negro was in vogue" which was later paraphrased as "when
Harlem was in vogue".[1]

Langston Hughes
Langston Hughes was one of the most prominent and influential figures of
the Harlem Renaissance (a rebirth movement of African Americans in the arts) in
the 1920s. His works changed how the world viewed African American and their
ability to capture real life and turn it into art. He wrote of inequality, of resilience,
of Negro pride, of hope and of music. He wrote several novel, a memoir, song lyrics,
children books, plays, countless song and more than 20 books
He earned his BA from Lincoln Univ. in 1929.Langstonlived primarily in
Harlem but took trip to the Soviet Union, parts of the Caribbean, Africa and
England.
During the 1930s he lived in Westfield, N J. He always showed respect for
his love of humanity (both men and women). Hughes worked in his early life at odd
jobs and was a crewman aboard the SS Malone in 1923. He was discovered by
Vachel Lindsay and Lindsay publicized his discovery of a new black poet. He died
from complications after abdominal surgery on May 22, 1967.
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Death

The medallion under which Hughes' ashes are interred, Arthur Schomburg Center.

39

Gut Bucket Blues – Louis Armstrong

Intro-4, A-12, B-12, C-12, Tag-2

40

Hard Times Blues – Bessie smith

A-8, B-10, C-16, D-8, E-10, Tag-1

41

Hen Party Blues – Johnny Dodds

Johnny Dodds Orchestra

Johnny Dodds (1892-1940)
Born in Waveland, Mississippi, he moved to New Orleans in his youth and
studied with Lorenzo Tio Jr. and began his career playing with Frank Duson’s
Eagle Band and with Kid Ory. He left the city in 1918 playing with the Billy Mack
vaudeville group and then joined King Oliver in Chicago. From 1924-1930 he led his
own group. He made recordings under his own name and those of King Oliver, Jelly
Roll Morton, and
Louis Armstrong among others. He was the older brother of
drummer Warren “Baby” Dodds. Johnny was an influence on later clarinetists
especially Benny Goodman. Johnny died of a heart attack in Chicago in 1940.
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A-12, B-12, C-12

43

Installment Blues - Walter Edward Delano (1992-1967)

A-16, B-8

44

Jackass Blues – Art Kassel & Mel Stitzel

A-12, B-12

Perry Bradford sang this song on the vaudeville stage accompanied by a mule and
after that he was known as Perry ‘Mule’ Bradford.
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Lost Your Head Blues – Bessie Smith

A1-12, A2-12

46

P.D.Q Blues – John Simpson & Charles Henry

A-12, B-12, C1-8, C2-6

47

Perdido Street Blues – Lil Armstrong

A-16, B-12

48

Pajama Blues - Merritt Brunies, Henry Brunies, Leurie Friedman & Melville Morris
Melville Morris (1888-1987)
Morris was born in New York and was a pianist for music publishers and
then became manager for Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra. He was a vaudeville
entertainer as wrote musical comedies. He entered the orchestra booking business.
While he had not songs that became standards he did write quite a lot of popular
songs.

A-16, Coda, D.C.-16

49

Pig Meat Blues – Ardelle Bragg

Intro-4, Vamp-2, A-12

50

Siam Blues – Fred Elizalda & Robbie Rhodes

Federico "Fred" Elizalde was born on Dec. 12th, 1907 in Manila, the Philippines. He
was born to a wealthy family who owned plantations on the island. He was a gifted
pianist and entered the Madrid Royal conservatory winning a first prize at the age
of 14. After studying at the St Joseph College, London, he attended Stanford Univ.
in the 1920s to study law. He left Stanford in 1926 to concentrate on music. He
became a band leader and conductor, traveling all over the world playing music and
conducting various musical ensembles and orchestras. While in England he formed
the ‘Quinquaginta Band‘ which was very successful and influenced the development
of British jazz in the late 1920s. Elizalde criticized British dance music for its
Viennese qualities and to bring more American rhythms to British popular music.
Elizalde studied classical composition at Stanford. While conducting around the
world he was in Paris in 1931-33. There he was closely associated with Maurice
Ravel and Darius Milhaud (both of these men were into jazz). Elizalde conducted
the 1st performance of some of Milhaud’s works. While he was in Spain he spent
time with Manuel de Falla. After a successful career as a pianist, band leader,
conductor and composer in 1936 he enrolled in the Requeti Troops of Navarre, a
Basque regiment and also fought under Francesco Franco in the Spanish Civil War.
He was an excellent sharpshooter and won gold medals as Captain of Phil. Shooting
team in 1954. He was wounded and decorated during the war. Returning to Manila
for a period of time he then went to France, where he lived under confinement
under the German occupation. During that time he composed extensively. He
returned to the Philippines and appeared sparingly to conduct in Japan and
England. He did little work through his 1974 retirement. He died in 1979.
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A1-5, A2-9, A3-5, B-16, D.S.-11

52

Sidewalk Blues (Fish Tail Blues) – Walter Melrose & Ferd ‘Jelly Roll’ Morton
’Sidewalk Blues’ begins with an 8 bar introduction with jazz breaks that lead
to section A. A 12 bar blues that is repeated. Section B is also a 12 bar blues but with
a different melody and harmony ending with a cadence in the bass in bars 11 and
12, as the "A" section does.
A transition of 4 bars with modulation from Ab to Db leads to section D.
Section D is a 32 bar song form in 8 bar phrases. It is presented in long tones (whole
and half notes) with two bars (7 & 8) in syncopated rhythm. This is reminiscent of
the feeling of ‘The Great Gate of Kiev.’ It ends with ensemble playing new, melodic
material. There is as coda of 4 bars that ends the piece in a Charleston rhythm.
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Sidewalk Blues – Walter Melrose & Ferd ‘Jelly Roll’ Morton

54

A-12, B1-12, B2-12, C1-8, C2-8, D-16

55

Smokehouse Blues – Charlie Luke

A-16, B-16, C-16, D-8, D.S.-16

56

Titanic Blues – H. Henry Brown

A-12

57

Titanic Man Blues – Ma Rainey & Mayo Williams

A1-8, A2-8

58

Wanna Go Back Again Blues – Lou Handman & Lou Handman
Lou Handman was born in New York city on Sept. 10, 1894. He was a professional
pianist at age 17 and toured in Vaudeville including a trip to Australia. He began
working for a music publishing company as most aspiring composers did. His first
hit was ‘Blue and Broken Hearted’ in 1922 with lyricist Grant Clarke and Edgar
Leslie (two very successful lyricists). The song was recorded a number of times. In
1927 he wrote ‘Are you Lonesome Tonight (recorded later in 1960 by Elvis).
Handman also worked with lyricist Walter Hirsch. During the height of the sales of
sheet music and the recording industry doing very well he was directed to a career
that was both exciting and profitable ( if one had some hits).
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Wanna Go Back Again Blues – Roy Turk & Lou Handman

A1-8, A2-8, B-8, C-8, D.S.-8

60

Washboard Blues – Hoagy Carmichael, Fred B Callanan & Irving Mills

A-8, B-8, C-9, D-16, D.S.-19

61

Washboard Blues – Hoagy Carmichael

62

63

Washboard Blues

64

65

66

Intro-8, A-8, B1-4, B2-4, C-5, B2-4, D-4, E-5, F1-8, F2-5, B2-6

67

Birth of the Blues – Ray Hendeson, Lew Brown & B G DeSylvia

68

Lew Brown
Ray Henderson
Buddy Desylva
The song appeared in the Broadway production of ‘Scandals of 1924.’ The
scene in the movie it represented a battle between the blues and classical music. At
the climatic point, a compromise was reached with a quotation from Rhapsody in
Blue. The song meets common ground where the blues and the classics could meet.

A1-8, B-8, A2-8
Ray Henderson (1896-1970)
Born in Buffalo, New York, he took piano from his father and attended the
Chicago Conservatory of Music. He was active as a youngster playing at parties,
concerts and composing music and played organ and sang at church. The then
played in dance bands, taught piano and traveled in vaudeville and did most every
musical job that was available. His best professional step was when he combined
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with Sylva and Brown to form a songwriting team that put out many big hits: He
wrote with other people and worked on Broadway and Hollywood. In his career he
had many hit songs that became ‘standards’: ‘You’re the Cream in My Coffee,’
‘Keep Your sunny side Up,’ ‘Together,’ ‘Sittin’ on Top of the World,’ ‘Birth of the
Blues,’ ‘Black Bottom,’ ‘Life is Just a Bowl of Cherries,’ The Best Things in Life are
Free.’ ‘Button Up Your Overcoat,’ ‘It All Depends on You,’ and ‘Sonny Boy.’
George Bard ‘Buddy’ DeSylva (1895-1950)
Born in New York he attended high school in Citrus Union High School in
Azusa, CA and was active in theater. He attended the Univ. of Southern California
in 1915-16 It was while he was in college that he began to write songs while working
as a lifeguard. He then went to New York with Al Jolson who introduced a DeSylva
song. In 1926, with Brown &Henderson the trio organized their own publishing
company and wrote songs for a series of Broadway shows and annual productions of
‘George White Scandals. They then became producers of their own shows. In 1929
they followed the migration of songwriters to Hollywood and wrote songs for
movies. In 1933 DeSylva returned to Broadway to produce and write, and then he
returned to Hollywood as a producer of movies, and still was active in producing
musical shows. Songs other then with the trio he wrote: ‘A Kiss in the Dark,’
‘Avalon,’ April showers,’ ‘California Here I Come,’ Do It Again,’ ‘I’ll build a
Stairw3ay to Paradise,’ Somebody Loves me, and ‘When Day is Done.
Lew Brown (Lewis Brownstein) -1893-1955
Born in Odessa, Russia his family immigrated to the Bronx in 1898.He wrote
with some very famous songwriters- Albert Von Tilzer, Con Conrad & Harold
Arlen. Teaming up with DeSylva and Henderson the trio wrote many hit songs. He
also was a lifeguard at Rockaway Beach and it was then he began writing parodies
on popular songs which led him to become a songwriter. After a successful effort
with the trio they sold their publishing business and he moved to Hollywood. The
trio then returned to New York and continued to write and opened a publishing
business again. The trio also produced musical comedy which they wrote the
book and lyrics. Besides the hits with the trio Brown also wrote: ‘Shine,’ ‘Then I’ll
be Happy,’ ‘That Old Feeling,’ ‘Beer Barrel Polka,’ ‘ Oh by Jingo,’ ‘I’d Climb the
Highest Mountain,’ and ‘I Wanna Go Where You Go.’
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Butter and Egg Man – Louis Armstrong & Percy Venable

A-16, B-8, C-8

71

Morocco Blues – Clarence Williams & Joe Jordan

72

A1-8, A2-8, B1-8, B2-8, C-16

73

Cannon Ball Blues – Charlie Rider & Fred ‘’Jelly Roll’ Morton

A-12, B-12, C-12

74

Rubenville Blues – Billyy Baskette & M K Jerome

A-16, B-16, C-16

75

Blue Sunday Blues – Floyd Hinchey

A-16, B-16

76

Scalin’ the Blues – James P Johnson

Intro-4, A-8, B-16

77

Hard Time Blues - Bessie Smith

A-8, B-10, C-16, D-8, E-11

78

Them Has Been Blues – Will E Skidmore & Marshall Walker

A-12, B-8, C-8

79

80

81

Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, B-16, A3-8, A4-8, C-8, Transition-4, D-8, A5-10

82

Shake That Thing – “Papa” Charles Jackson

12 bars

83

84

85

Intro-4, A1-12, B-8, C-12 A2-12, D-12, E-9, F-12

86

Moonlight Blues (Waltz) - Homer Deane

87

Intro-5, A1-8, A2-4, B-7, C-9, D-8, E-8, F1-8, F2-8, G-8, H-8

88

Police Dog Blues - ?

89

Blue Gummed Blues – W C Handy
The theme throughout the song is of superstitions, of voodoo and the phrase ‘eightrock’ is in reference to the eight ball in pool. This is an early mention of playing pool of the
Blue gum. In the lyrics the lady speaks of her ‘blue gum’ man, a man who has no teeth and
might be behind the eight ball saying. The saying ‘blue gum’ also refers to a negro who
refuses to work’ and should ‘stop blue gumming and get to work.’ Also ‘Boy you all doan
want to get bit by one of them blue gums, they bite is poisonous than a rattle snake’.
‘Blue gum man is waitin’ for to bite you’. Also – ‘to chew with toothless gums'.
Superstitions: ‘Don’t drink a black cow’s milk,’ and ‘Don’t you eat a black hen’s eggs.’

90

91

92

93

Intro-4, A1-8, A2-8, (break bars 7-8, 11-12, 19-20, 23-24, 30-31, 34-35, 46-47)),
A3-8, B-4, C1-12, C2-8

94

Got No Mo’ Home Dan a Dog - ?

12 bars long (blues)
Hen Party Blues – Johnny Dodds

A-12, B-12, C-12

95

Hen Party Blues – Johnny Dodds & Henry Cliffod

96

Squabbin’ Blues – Sara Martin & Clarence Williams

1-12, 2-12, 3-12, 4-12, 5-12

97

Squabblin’ Blues – Clarence Williams & Sarah Martin

A-12, B-12

98

Satanic Blues – Larry Shields, Emile Christian & Nick LaRocca

Intro-4, A-12, B-12, C-16

99

P D Q Blues – Charles Henry & John Simpson

A1-12, B-12 A2-12, -12

100

Lonesome All Alone & Blue - Richard M Jones

101

Jackass Blues – Joseph ‘King’ Oliver, Art Kassel & Mel Stitzel

102

Jasper Taylor Blues – Jasper Taylor & Clarence Williams

103

104

Jasper Taylor
Jasper Taylor
Taylor was born in Texarkana on Jan1, 1894. He started his career with Wild Bill’s
Wild West Show and also joined the minstrel shows. By 1913 he was playing in theaters in
Memphis and added his percussive talents by studying on xylophone. Handy heard him
and added him to his band. While playing with Handy he introduced the use of washboards
to jazz groups. He played and recorded with Jelly roll Morton. In 1917 he moved to
Chicago and was into that city’s jazz scene. During WWI he was in the 365 Infantry Band
(the Buffalo Soldiers) in France. After his discharge he again played with Handy and with
Will Marion Cook and Clarence Williams. A long relationship developed with Clarence
Williams and Dave Peyton. In the 1930s his playing career took a turn and he became a
cobbler (this was during the depression). In the 1940s he was again playing music. He had
an extended period backing Nally Dominque and then led his own Creole Jazz Band for a
couple of years prior to the death in 1964.

105

East Tennessee Blues – Charlie Bowman

106

East Tennessee Blues - ?

107

There’s a Little White House Where the Red, Red Roses Grow – Billy Rose & Harry Askt

108

109

110

Intro-8, Vamp-2, A1--8, A2-8, B-8, A3-8, C1-8, C2-8, D-8, C3-8

111

Berceuse in Blue – Alec Templeton

112

113

114

Step on the Blues – Walter Donaldson & Con Conrad

115

Intro-4, A1-4, A2-4, B-9

116

In the Alley Blues – Lovie Austin & Johnny Dodds

A-16

117

My Man Blues – Bessie Smith & Clara Smith

A-16, B-15, c-7, D-12 (blues)

118

My Man Blues

119

Veata & Mattie Blues – W C Handy
Veata is the virgin goddess of the heath, home and family in Roman religion. The 1st
from Cocaine Blues, 2nd from Easy Rider. Floating verses (songs using lyrics of another
song), a skinner is said to be a driver of teams of four or more mules.

120

You Don‘t Know My Mind – Clarence William, Samuel Gray & Virginia Liston

121

Pig Meat Blues – Ardelle Bragg

Intro- A-6, B-12

122

‘I’ve found the nights are lonely and blue’

123

‘All alone Monday singing the blues’

‘And I’m blue, oh you know I don’t be blue always’

‘Wistful and blue’

124

125

JULY 14, - THE NEW REPUBLIC
SHANTY-BOY BALLADS AND BLUES - The present writer has recently complained in the
pages of the pedantic treatment which popularly receive at the hands of the folk-lore scholars. He
especially deprecated the anti-literary policy of the collectors which leads them to neglect the more
interesting versions of ballads preserved in printed books or originated and made famous by particularly
gifted ballad-singers and to put a premium on the commoner versions which have been nuked of their
wittiest lines or their most picturesque details by the erosion of unretentive memories and inaccurate
ears. He suggested that it might be at least as valuable, from the literary point of view, to put on record
the real poetry of the people, as it could be, from the scientific one, to collate all their banalities and
stupidities,
Since he wrote, two new books have appeared, one of which perfectly meets his requirements and
the other of which, although following the formula of traditional ballad scholarship, shows real literary
appreciation on the part of the editor. Professor Rickaby, the compiler of a collection of Ballads and
Songs of the Shanty-Boy (Harvard University Press), has evidently worked in the shadow of the Child
tradition: he states an original intention of excluding from his book all songs which, however popular
among the lumberjacks, should not deal directly with their life work and of "including all obtainable
variants and fragments of all of these"; and he apologizes for ...admitting one of the very best ballads of a
lumberjack master composer on the ground that, though it was frequently sung by the latter on his
rounds, he cannot be sure that it had any "folk-currency." Professor Rickaby has however, inhibited
both these scholarly impulses; and the written ballads of W. N. Allen, the master composer referred to,
constitute precisely one of the most interesting features of his collection. Professor Rickaby, stumbling
upon evidence that Mr. Allen was the original author of a certain popular ballad, took the trouble to look
him up to interview him at his home in Wausau, Wisconsin, and discovered that Mr. Allen, who is now in
his eighty year, was the creator, not only of the ballad in question out of a number of others as well and
that the original versions of his songs, in their treatment of pathetic situations, showed a strange vein of
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ironic humor (plainly traceable to the author's Irish extraction), which had become obliterated in the
course of their transmission through simpler minds. Of one of his tragic heroes, for example, Mr. Allen
had written as follows:
His pants were made out of two meal-sacks, with a parch a foot square on each knee.
His shirt and his jacket were dyed with the bark of a butternut tree.
He wore a large open-faced ticker with almost a yard of stell chain,
When he went away with Ross Gamble from the banks of the Little Eau Pleine.
And of the death of another:
The bold Wisconsin River is now roaring o'er his bones.
His companions are the catfish, and his grave a pile of stones.
For he fell off a rapids piece on the falls at Mosinee,
And ended thus his faithful love and all his misery.
Mr. Allen, Professor Ricaby tells us, always describes his compositions as "poems"; and we do not
feel that he is justified in doing so. Here is the curse of the bereaved heroine of The Banks of the Little
Eau Pleine:
My curses attend you, Wisconsin! May your rapids and falls cease to roar.
May every tow-head and sand-bar be as dry as a log schoolhouse floor.
May the willows upon all your islands lie down like a field of ripe grain,
For taking my jolly young raftsman away from the Little Eau Pleine.
And his apostrophe to the Noble Big Pine Tree has a genuine poignancy with its vision of the
gigantic trunk, it whose magnificence the lumberman sees only money, first brought thundering down to
the consternation of the birds and squirrels which have lived in it, then laid out in a winding-sheet of
snow, then cut up, then rolled into the river, then goaded down to the mill, then sawed into planks, then
rafted through dams and rocks, then sold to build a lonely farm-house, then bleached by the sleet and the
rain, then burnt by a prairie fire.
The other collection, Blues: An Anthology (A. and C. Boni), is a monument to an even more
remarkable composer of popular ballads. Mr. W. C. Handy, a Negro, enjoys the undisputed distinction of
having, by dint of this individual genius, brought the "blues" from their comparative obscurity as folksongs to their present pitch in popularity, and his admirable selection in this volume exhibits in brief the
whole history of the form, from its first beginnings in spirituals and "pats," through the more
sophisticated developments of Handy and other Negroes and its later phases in the hands of white
composers, to its final "highbrow" metamorphosis in Gershwin and Carpenter. There is an introduction
by Mr. Abbe Niles, who, standing outside the university tradition, has written an excellent critical essay
full of literary and musical appreciation and based on an exhaustive study of his subject. Here we watch
the evolution of a popular for, not in its decadence toward folk-lore, but in all its flowerings, vulgar and
polite. Mr. Niles has supplied a history, not merely of the blues, but of the whole growth of modern jazz,
with an analysis of its nature, both intelligent and scholarly, and an account of its principal exponents.
The career of Handy himself is particularly interesting as an example of the conscious use by a gifted
ballad-writer of folk-material. Mr. Handy, the son of a Methodist minister in Florence, Alabama, and a
man of some musical education, has not only laid under contribution blues and spirituals already
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developed, but has seen the value of all sorts of scraps of music and poetry picked up in all sorts of
corners: the chant of a Negro Elder urging his congregation to contribute to the plate, the drone of an old
blind beggar-woman on a street corner in Memphis, a pianist in a Memphis saloon, and even the
improvised song of a Negro housewife overheard to exclaim, while she was a hanging out clothes, "I
wonder where's my good ole use-to-be!" On another occasion, Mr. Handy heard a drunken woman sing,
'My man's got a heart like a rock cast in de sea!' he asked an onlooker what this meant and received the
reply, "It's hard-an' gone so far she can't reach it." He used the figure many years afterwards in the
words of one of his blues.
The anthology of Blues, which includes complete musical texts of all its songs, and a set of
drawings, some of them excellent, by Covarrubias, is thus the most satisfactory work in the field of
American balladry that I have recently seen. It makes one wish for a general anthology compiled on the
same principles. Will not Professor Louise Pound, or someone else, some day give us one? Such an
anthology should contain examples of British ballads brought to America, of the type of Johnny Randall
and Lord Lovel; The Handman's Song and Billy Boy; songs of our wars, Yankee Doodle, Hunters of
Kentucky, John Brown's Body and The Bonny Blue Flag; cowboy ballads, Git Along Little Dogies and
Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie; songs of the hard life of the pioneers, Starving to Death on a
Government Claim, The Arkansas Traveler and The Dreary Black Hills; Stephen Foster, Francis Scott
Key and Julia Ward Howe; ballads of celebrated criminals, Captain Kidd, Jesse James, Frankie and
Johnny, and Stagolee; and of tragic accidents, Fair Charlotte and Casey Jones; ballads of shipwrecks and
prize-fights; a comprehensive Negro selection, beginning with the remnants of African slave-songs, and
proceeding through Creole songs in French, work-songs of the steamboat and the railroad and religious
spirituals, to minstrel songs, modern blues and modern "baptism'' ballads"; lumberjack ballads from
Washington to Maine; sailors' shanties; temperance songs, Oh, Don't Go Out Tonight, Dear Father;
sentimental ballads of the end of the century, My Mother Was a Lady and A Bird in a Gilded Cage;
rakish songs from Jolly Dogs to The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo; Sweet Marie, Walking
Down Broadway and the Sidewalks of New York; college songs, My Last Cigar and the nonsense parody
of Excelsior; Chauncey Olcott, George M Cohan, Montgomery and Stone: political songs; Irving Berlin
and the best lyrics of Wodehouse; the mournful narratives of Charley Case and the snappy wisecracks of
Eddie Cantor; songs of the War, The Little Marine, Beautiful Katy, Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in the
Morning, Keep Your Head Down, Alleman', and Beautiful Paris; and, finally, the most amusing jazz
ballads, Hard-Hannah and Louisville Lou. Nor do I see why it should not be possible to follow the
example of Bishop Percy and to enrich the collection by the inclusion of poems which have affinities to
popular balladry: certain pieces of Bret Harte, Field and Riley, John Hay, Henry Drummond, Robert
Service and the Negro poets. If such a collection was as well selected and the well annotated and
introduced as the Handy-Niles anthology, it would supply a whole history of the continent and constitute
a valuable contribution to our literature. Edmund Wilson.
AN ANTHOLOGY CONCERNING "BLUES" - MORE SPIRITUALS - edited by W. C. Handy
Vastly entertaining is the volume of "Blues" edited by W. C. Handy which comes from the press
of Albert and Charles Booni, New York. An anthology of the native creations which go by its title,
"Blues" presents an absorbing survey of the birth, adolescence and apotheosis of a "form" which was
first appreciated by Mr. Handy, according to the foreword by Abbe Niles which is one of the ornaments
of the book.
Mr. Niles tells the story of the blues thus: "They began as a sort of Afro-American folk-song-a
'form,' since they were distinguished primarily by their peculiar structure. The form became popular
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among Southern Negroes (not of the highest class), as a vehicle for expressing the individual's mood of
the moment." In regard to Mr. Handy, of whom Mr. Niles speaks as "a colored musician with creative as
well as analytical powers," it is recorded that his first published blues began "a revolution in the popular
tunes of this land comparable only to that brought about by the introduction of ragtime."
A spiritual, Mr. Niles observes, is matter for choral treatment; a blues- the word "blues" seems to
be perfectly good for either singular or plural usage-was a one-man affair, which had its origin as the
natural outpouring of the singer's feelings, reaching its glorious, inglorious, or vainglorious finale in a
single verse. A blues might start as a phrase, an ejaculation, sung because singing was as natural-more
natural, probably-a means of expression as speech.
There continue notes on the folk-blues as verse, and as music; their harmony, tunes, the origin of
their names. Mr. Handy and the history of his creations are discussed in vivid style.
"The Memphis Blues"
The story of the "Memphis Blues" is of particular interest:
"In 1909 the fight for the Memphis mayoralty was three-cornered, the corners being Messrs.
Williams, Talbert and E. H. Crump. There were also three leading Negro bands: Eckford's, Bynum's and
Handy's. As a matter of course the services of these three were engaged for the duration to demonstrate
to the public the executive ability of their respective employers; through Jim Mulcahy, a ward leader
before whose saloon the handy forces had often serenaded, his candidate turned out to be Mr. Crump.
This was a matter of moment, involving the organization of sub-bands in order to cover all possible
territory, and Handy was spurred to creative effort, which he happened to exercise through the aid, not
of remembered tunes, but of that blues form which had, without analysis, somehow imbedded itself in his
thoughts. His band opened fire at the corner of Main and Madison with a piece (named, of course, 'Mr.
Crump'), of such vivacity that it caused dancing in the streets and an outbreak of public whistling. With
such a song, and none like it forthcoming from Eckford's or Bynum's, the popular choice (Crump and
Handy) was a foregone conclusion; the one became mayor, the other locally famous, the sought-after for
all celebrations, the writer of manuscripts of his one lion-child for the belles between numbers at the
dances, the magnificently tipped accordingly by their beaux; the proprietor of a whole chain of bands,
sending out nearly ninety men to this quarter and that of a single night." Thus did a new form win
immediate recognition for itself and its instigator and a political conflict at the same time.
With an introduction of such attractiveness, added to the printed script of over forty-five blues or
near relatives of blues, including excerpts from Gershwin's "Rhapsody" and his Piano Concerto, and
Carpenter's delicious "Krazy Kat," "Blues," which is illustrated with some of the most perfectly priceless
examples of Miguel Covarrubias art, is a book to have and to hold!
Second Folk-Book
"The Second Book of Negro Spirituals," edited and with an introduction by James Weldon
Johnson, with musical arrangements of J. Rosamond Johnson, continues the work of putting this music,
characteristically treated, in a permanent form. The new volume contains many of the favorites that were
omitted from the first because of the exigencies of space.
It would almost seem, as Mr. Weldon Johnson remarks, that the number of beautiful spirituals is
inexhaustible. And this is true with regard no only to the number, but also to the variety of moods and
thoughts which are expressed in them.
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The numbers contained in the Second Book are as thrillingly sincere and moving as those which
caused general rejoicing when the preceding volume was issued by the Viking Press. Mr. Rosamond
Johnson has done his customary artistic arrangements-arrangements which consist largely of lightly
suggested harmonization which in no case mars the naiveté, the simplicity, or the power of the original
utterance.
Included are: "Nobody Knows De Trouble I See,' "Sometimes I Feel like a Motherless Child," "I
Want To Die Easy When I Die," "Members, Don't Get Weary," "Were You There When They Crucified
My Lord?" "Same Train," "Walk in Jerusalem Just like God," and many others, all of tenderness,
rejoicing, reverence, wistfulness, indignation, of humanity that is remarkable-and a little terrifying.
William Spier

